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Fayetteville� Arkansas ����� Nashville� TN ���	�

aapon�comp�uark�edu dowdy�vuse�vanderbilt�edu

Abstract� Often a multichain product form queueing network is

used to model a complex computer system� In many cases� the mul


tichain demands are unavailable or are di�cult to obtain� In contrast�

load dependent demands are often directly measurable� This paper

investigates the use of a load dependent single chain model as an ap


proximate model of an actual multichain system� In restricted cases

the load dependent single chain counterpart model of an actual mul


tichain system is exact� In random unrestricted cases� it is shown

that the load dependent model is a good approximation to the actual

multichain system� It is demonstrated that the load dependent model

can also be used e�ectively for predictive purposes� An experimental

validation on a dual
processor PowerPC �� workstation illustrates

the applicability of the load dependent model of an actual multichain

system�

Index Terms� load dependent models� multichain closed product

form queueing networks� performance prediction� parameter measure


ments� approximation errors� workload characterization

�� Introduction

�

This work was partially supported by sub�contract ��X�SL���V from the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems� Inc�

for the U�S� Department of Energy under contract no� DE�AC���	
OR��
���

The equipment used in the experimental validation was purchased through Re�

search Instrumentation Grant �����	
 from the National Science Foundation�

Multiple chains of customers� sometimes referred to as workload

or job classes� are often used to describe the workload of a computer

system� The parameters that characterize each customer chain �e�g��

the resource demands that each customer places on each hardware

device� typically are either assumed to be given� or come from a

clustering analysis of measurement data� However� constructing the

chains from measurement data is di�cult� The number of chains and

the chain demands can vary� depending on the assumptions made

during the clustering process� Further� multichain measurements are

di�cult to obtain� since most systems lack the ability to track the

device demands of individual customers� Operating system tasks

that are spawned on behalf of individual customers are also part of

the overall workload� and these tasks complicate the overall workload

characterization process�

From a measurement perspective� single chain measurements are

easier to obtain� For instance� the overall average demand placed on

a device is the ratio of the device utilization and the device through


put� both of which can be measured easily� No clustering analysis

is needed� since all customers are placed in the same chain� The

single chain measurements may be either load independent or load

dependent� Load independence assumes that the demands placed on

a device are independent of the number of customers presently at the

device� Load dependence assumes that the demands may be depen


dent on the current queue length at the device� The load dependent

single chain measurements are often no more di�cult to obtain than

the load independent single chain measurements� To obtain the load

dependent demands� the queue length at the device must be noted

at the same time when the device utilization and throughput are

measured� The load independent demands can be calculated directly

from load dependent measurement data�

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the e�ect of making a

load dependent single chain �LDSC� model of a system that is ac


tually multichain� In many cases the actual system characteristics

cannot be determined� and the analyst must construct a model based

on assumptions about the actual system� In this paper� the model

will be described as being exact if it provides the same aggregate per


formance metrics as the actual system� It is possible in some cases to

construct a load dependent single chain model that exactly matches



the performance metrics of a multichain system� The focus of this pa


per is on the use of a load dependent single chain model of a system�

based on measurements of the system� as a tool for the description

and prediction of an actual multichain system� Thus� given a system

that may be multichain� but whose parameters are unknown� this

paper investigates the error that is possible when a load dependent

single chain model is constructed� This work is related to research

in the characterization and construction of multiclass workload mod


els ��� �� �� ��� ��� and to the operational analysis of stochastic closed

queueing networks �	��

Previous work in this area has focused on the error that occurs

when the load independent single chain counterpart model is con


structed of an actual multichain system ���� The performance metrics

of the actual multichain system are pessimistically bounded by the

performance metrics of its load independent single chain counterpart

model� Furthermore� the maximum underestimate of the throughput

given by the load independent single chain counterpart model is also

bounded as function of the number of devices and the number of cus


tomers in the system� This paper extends these results by considering

the load dependent counterpart model�

The remainder of the paper is as follows� Section � gives an

introductory example� Section � summarizes the notation and as


sumptions for the remainder of the paper� Section � gives new re


sults for when a load dependent single chain model is constructed of

a multichain system� Section 	 demonstrates the usefulness of the

load dependent single chain counterpart model when used to predict

the performance of a multichain system� Section  decribes an ex


perimental validation of the load dependent counterpart model of a

multichain system� Section � summarizes the results and presents

future research directions�

�� Example

Consider the example system shown in Figure �� This system

has M � � customers and N � � devices� Suppose that a system

monitor collects the load dependent measurements of the system�

L(1) =

L(2) =

L(3) =

L(4) =

dev 1 dev 2 dev 3

M = 4

0.75

0.35

0.25

0.75

0.60

0.35

1.07

0.56

0.39

0.17

System throughput=1.41

0.20 0.26

�a� LDSC Model

 

dev 1 dev 2 dev 3

M = 4

0.53 0.54 0.61

System throughput=1.19

�b� LISC Model

cust 1:

cust 2:

cust 3:

cust 4:

dev 1 dev 2 dev 3

M = 4

0.21

0.37

0.09

0.98

1.87

1.13

0.12

0.17

1.00

0.43

1.43

0.05

System throughput=1.42

�c� Actual Multichain System

Figure �� First Example System



For example� measurements are collected for each of the devices as

shown in Figure ��a�� L�i� represents the demand �i�e�� loading� that

is placed on the device when the present queue length is i� Without

any additional information� a system analyst might construct either

the load dependent single chain �LDSC� model shown in Figure ��a�

or the load independent single chain �LISC� queueing model shown in

Figure ��b�� However� it is possible that the actual underlying system

is a multichain system� with four distinct customer chains� with the

demands as shown in Figure ��c�� That is� if the actual system

were multichain as illustrated in Figure ��c�� the load dependent

and load independent single chain counterpart models that would be

constructed from the measurement data are illustrated in Figures ��a�

and ��b�� respectively�

The throughput of the actual multichain system is ���� jobs per

unit time� The calculated throughput using the load independent sin


gle chain counterpart model is ���� jobs per unit time� The through


put relative error is calculated as�

actual throughput� approximate throughput

actual throughput

� �����

The load independent single chain throughput is in error by ����� In

contrast� the calculated throughput using the load dependent coun


terpart model is ���� jobs per unit time� which is in error by only

����� In this example the calculated single chain performance of the

system is much closer to the actual performance of the system when a

load dependent model is used� rather than a load independent model�

This motivates further investigation of the accuracy of load depen


dent single chain models of multichain systems in which multichain

measurements are not available�

�� Assumptions and Notation

The actual systems being considered are closed multichain queue


ing networks� There are N devices in the network� There are M

closed routing chains� Without loss of generality� the assumption is

made that there is exactly one customer in each closed routing chain�

so that the terms �customer� and �chain� may be used interchange


ably� Without loss of generality� the state of the system may be

described by the presence or absence of each customer at each center

in the system� All service time distributions are assumed to have a

rational Laplace transform and all queueing disciplines are assumed

to be processor sharing� These networks are known to have a product

form solution ���� The product form solution for the probability of

being in state s of the original multichain closed queueing network is

described as follows�

vi�s� a vector describing the current state of device i in state s�

where vi�s� � Ii��s�Ii��s� � � � IiM �s�� For example� v��s� �

��� means that the chain � customer is the only customer

currently at device � in state s�

Iik�s� an indicator variable to describe the state of center i in state

s� Iik�s� � � if the chain k customer is present at center i�

and � otherwise�

ni the total number of customers at device i�

dik the multichain service demand at center i for chain k�

GNM the normalization constant for the multichain queueing net


work with N devices and M customers�

P�s� the steady state probability of being in state s � S� For the

assumed multichain system� the product form solution ���

for P�s� is given by� P�s� �

�
GNM

NY
i��

ni�
MY

k��
d
Iik�s�

ik �

The counterpart load dependent and load independent single

chain queueing network models can be constructed for each multi


chain system� The load dependent and load independent demands

can be calculated from the probabilities of the underlying state dia


gram of the multichain model� Then the solution of the single chain

models can be calculated in a straightforward manner� using product

form techniques ��� ���� These are the same models that would be

constructed using measurement data from the actual system if single

chain �load dependent or load independent� respectively� measure


ments were taken at each device�
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M = 2

d��
d��

d��
d��
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Figure �� Second Example System
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Figure �� Markov Diagram for the Second Example System

As an example of the procedure for calculating the load depen


dent demands from the actual multichain system� consider the ex


ample system shown in Figure �� This system has three devices and

two customers� with multichain demands as labeled� The multichain

state diagram for this system is shown in Figure �� The nine states in

Figure � are labeled h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i�

h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i� h��� ��� ��i� and h��� ��� ��i� Us


ing this notation� h��� ��� ��i means that customer � and customer �

are both present at device �� h��� ��� ��i means that customer � is at

device � and customer � is at device �� and so on� Sim is the set of

states from the multichain system in which there are m customers at

device i� The set of states in which there is � customer at device ��

S��� is shaded� The arcs are labeled with the corresponding transition

�ow rates between the states� For instance� the �ow rate from state

h��� ��� ��i to state h��� ��� ��i is �
�d��
� When both customers are at

device � the rate at which the chain � customer �nishes at device

� and proceeds to device � is �
�d��
� which is one half of the chain �

service rate �i�e�� the inverse of the service demand� at device �� The

factor of �
� is due to the processor
sharing discipline� since device �

is equally shared between the two customers in state h��� ��� ��i�

The service demand at device � when there is � customer present�

L����� is the ratio of the probability of being in S�� �i�e�� the utiliza


tion of device � when there is a single customer at the device� to the

�ow rate out of S�� as a result of completed service from device �

�i�e�� the throughput of device � where there is a single customer at

the device�� So� L���� �

P�h��� ��� ��i� � P�h��� ��� ��i� � P�h��� ��� ��i� � P�h��� ��� ��i�

P�h��� ��� ��i� �
d��

� P�h��� ��� ��i� �
d��

�P�h��� ��� ��i� �
d��

� P�h��� ��� ��i� �
d��

�

The product form solution for the probability for each state in Fig


ure � gives�

L���� �

�
G��
�d��d�� � d��d�� � d��d�� � d��d���

�
G��
�d��d��
�

d��
� d��d��
�

d��
� d��d��
�

d��
� d��d��
�

d��
�

�

d��d�� � d��d�� � d��d�� � d��d��

d�� � d�� � d�� � d��

�



�� Accuracy of the Load Dependent Single Chain

Counterpart Model

The load dependent single chain counterpart model can be highly

accurate when used to model an actual multichain computer system�

With respect to device utilizations and system throughput� a load

independent multichain queueing network that has N � � devices

can be modeled exactly by its load dependent single chain counterpart

model� This observation is proven in Appendix A from the stochastic

analysis viewpoint and is shown by comparing the state space of the

original multichain system with the state space of the corresponding

load dependent single chain model� The proof is based on the idea

that the states in the multichain network can be partitioned into sets

according to the number of customers at device �� The probability of

being in this set of states in the multichain queueing network is equal

to the probability of being in the corresponding state in the Markov

diagram of the load dependent single chain model� This is not true

in the load independent case�

In systems with three or more devices� the LDSC counterpart

model does not exactly model the actual multichain system� Analytic

error bound analysis is di�cult� Thus� an experimental approach was

used to estimate the errors that can occur when an actual multichain

system is modeled by its LDSC counterpart model� The number of

customers was allowed to range from � to �� and the number of devices

was allowed to range from � to �� For each of the thirty combinations�

one hundred random multichain networks with uniformly distributed

demands were generated� The range of the demands generated was

��� to ���� �� Each of the multichain systems was solved analyt


ically using Markovian analysis� and the load dependent and load

independent single chain counterpart models were constructed and

solved using the queueing network solution package QNAP ����� The

relative errors between the single chain models and the actual multi


chain systems were calculated� Figure � shows the distribution of the

�

It should be noted that the distribution of relative errors is the same for any

range of uniformly distributed random demands�

Relative Error to Actual Multichain System

LDSC model

LISC model

Pe
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���


��
���

���
���

��
���� ���� ���� ��� �� �� ��� ��� ���

Figure �� Distribution of Errors for ���� Random Networks

relative errors that were obtained for the two single chain counter


part models� LDSC and LISC� Figure � shows that the relative error

for the load independent single chain model is always positive� and

tends to be in the range of � to �� percent� The relative error for the

load dependent single chain model can be positive or negative� but

the magnitude of the error is less than � percent for more than ��

percent of the random networks generated�

In the special case of multichain segregated systems� a system in

which each customer receives all of its service from a disjoint subset

of devices� the load dependent counterpart model is exact� The load

dependent solution is exact because in a segregated system the load

dependent demand at each device when one customer is present is the

same as the demand of the chain that visits the device� and demand

when more than one customer is present is �� As a note� this happens

to be type of system for which the greatest error is obtained for the

load independent counterpart model ����

Given that a particular system satis�es the assumptions for a



Single chain, load independent

Single chain,

load dependent

Multichain,
load

independent

Multichain load dependent product form queueing networks

Figure 	� Product Form Models

product form queueing network model� a system analyst must still

decide if the system model is to be single chain or multichain� load

independent or load dependent� If multichain performance metrics

are required� then a multichain model must be used� If only the

aggregate performance metrics are required� then a single chain model

may su�ce�

Some observations can be made about the relationship between

multichain and single chain queueing networks� as illustrated by the

Venn diagram shown in Figure 	� First� although a unique load de


pendent single chain counterpart model exists for every load indepen


dent multichain queueing network� the counterpart may not exactly

model the multichain network �e�g�� the example in Figure ��� Sec


ond� there exist product form queueing networks that can be modeled

exactly by either a load independent multichain queueing network� or

by a load dependent single chain network� but that are not modeled

exactly by the corresponding load independent single chain counter


part network �e�g�� members of the set of �
device queueing networks

have a load
dependent single chain counterpart model that is exact�

but have a load
independent counterpart model that may have up to

dev 2dev 1
M = 2

L���� � x

L���� � �

L���� � �

L���� � �

Figure � Load Dependent Queueing Network Example

��� error �����

A third observation is that there exist load dependent single chain

product form queueing networks that are not counterpart models

for any load independent multichain queueing network� The load

dependent queueing network in Figure  is such an example� If this

queueing network is the counterpart model of a load independent

multichain queueing network� then the demands of the multichain

network must satisfy�
L���� � � �
d��d�� � d��d��

d�� � d��

���

L���� � � �
d�� � d��

�d��d��

���

L���� � x �
d��d�� � d��d��

d�� � d��

���

L���� � � �
d�� � d��

�d��d��

���

where d��� d��� d��� and d�� are non
negative real numbers� However�

it is relatively straightforward to show that if x � �� d�� and d��

must be complex numbers� This observation implies that there are

product form queueing networks that can be measured and modeled

by load dependent single chain models� but have no underlying load

independent multichain queueing network�



dev 1 dev 2

customers 1 and 2:
customers 3 and 4:
customers 5 and 6:

M=6

dev 2dev 1

M=3

customer 1:
customer 2:
customer 3:

dev 2dev 1
M=3

dev 1 dev 2
M=6

  1.00
  4.00
10.00

  4.00
  1.00
10.00

3.24 3.24

LISC prediction model:  tput = 0.26

  1.00
  4.00
10.00

  4.00
  1.00

3.24 3.24

10.00

actual multichain system:  tput=0.25

LISC baseline model:  tput= 0.23

8.0% baseline error

modified multichain system:  tput=0.28

7.1% prediction error

Prediction task� increase M fom � to 

Figure �� Prediction of Doubled M using the LISC Model

�� Accuracy of the Load Dependent Single Chain

Predictive Model

A primary use of computer system models is for performance

prediction� For example� suppose that a model of a computer system

is constructed and used to predict the performance of the system

when the multiprogramming level is doubled� It is assumed that

the actual underlying system is a closed product form multichain

queueing network� and that the number of customers in each chain

will double� Figure � illustrates the steps involved in using a LISC

model� The actual multichain system is represented in the upper

left box� From measurement data� the LISC baseline model �lower

left box� is constructed� The baseline model is typically in error since

models rarely capture all aspects of the actual system being modeled�

Then� the baseline model is modi�ed to form the prediction model

�lower right box�� In the Figure � example� the prediction model is

formed by simply changing M from � to � The prediction model is

solved� The relative error between the performance indicated by the

dev 1 dev 2

customers 1 and 2:
customers 3 and 4:
customers 5 and 6:

M=6

dev 2dev 1

customer 1:
customer 2:
customer 3:

 

M=3

dev 2dev 1
M=3

L(1) =

L(2) =

L(3) =

dev 1 dev 2
M=6

L(1) =

L(2) =

L(3) =

L(4) =

L(5) =

L(6) =

  1.00
  4.00
10.00

  4.00
  1.00
10.00

  1.00
  4.00
10.00

  4.00
  1.00
10.00

3.89

3.59

2.22

3.89

3.59

2.22

3.89

3.89

3.59

3.59

2.22

2.22

3.89

3.89

3.59

3.59

2.22

2.22

actual multichain system:  tput=0.25

LDSC baseline model:  tput= 0.25

0.0% baseline error

modified multichain system:  tput=0.284

LDSC prediction model:  tput = 0.285

0.35% prediction error

Prediction task� increase M fom � to 

Figure �� Prediction of Doubled M using the LDSC Model

prediction model� and the performance that occurs when the actual

system is modi�ed �upper right box� is the prediction model error�

As seen in the Figure � example� the LISC baseline model has an ���

percent error and the corresponding LISC prediction model has a ���

percent error�

Instead of using the counterpart LISC model� it is possible to

use the LDSC model to predict the performance of the system as

the multiprogramming level doubles uniformly in all chains� The pri


mary di�culty with using a load dependent model for this prediction

task is the determination of the load dependent demands for an in


creased number of customers� For example� when a load independent

model is used to predict the performance as the multiprogramming

level doubles� the only change required to the model is the change

to the multiprogramming level �see Figure ��� However� in the load
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Figure �� Distribution of Prediction Errors when M is Doubled

dependent model� it is necessary to not only increase the multipro


gramming level� but also to specify the load dependent demands for

the increased number of customers�

Reconsider the prediction example of Figure �� but replace the

LISC baseline and prediction models by the LDSC counterparts as

shown in Figure �� Since the system has only two devices �and consis


tent with the theorem in Section 	�� the baseline error is ��� percent�

To construct the prediction model� the load dependent demands must

be speci�ed for each number of customers from � to the new multipro


gramming level� M � � An exact calculation of the demands would

require knowing the new distribution of customers in each state in

the Markov diagram of the modi�ed system� However� a reasonable

hueristic is to specify that the load dependent demand for p cus


tomers in the prediction model be the same as the demand for dp�e

customers in the baseline model� For the example system in Figure ��

this leads to a ���	 percent prediction error�

To investigate the prediction potential of LDSC models for a

wider range of systems� an experimental approach was used� For

each number of customers in the range from � to � and for � or �

devices� one hundred random multichain networks were generated�

Each of the multichain systems was solved analytically using Marko


vian analysis� and the load dependent and load independent counter


part models were constructed and used as the baseline and prediction

models� Figure � shows the distributions of the relative errors that

were obtained for predictions using the two types of single chain mod


els� The �gure shows that the magnitude of the error when the load

dependent single chain model is used for prediction tends to be sig


ni�cantly smaller than for the load independent single chain model�

As an indicator� �� percent of random networks had prediction errors

of less than � percent using the LISC model� while � percent of the

networks had prediction errors of less that � percent using the LDSC

model�
Another common prediction task is to predict the performance

of the system when the speed of the bottleneck device is increased�

The bottleneck device of a computer system is the device which is

the most heavily utilized� If this device is replaced by an equivalent�

but faster one� the performance of the entire system will improve�

Modi�cations to the baseline models are straightforward for this pre


diction task� For instance� if the bottleneck device is replaced by one

that is twice as fast� the demands at the bottleneck device are halved

in the prediction model�

As before� an experimental approach was used to investigate the

errors in larger systems� For each number of customers in the range

from � to �� and for each number of devices in the range from � to ��

one hundred random multichain networks were generated� Figure ��

shows the distributions of the relative errors that were obtained for

predictions using the two types of single chain models� The magni


tude of the prediction errors for the LISC model is less than � percent

for only �� percent of the random networks generated� In contrast�

the magnitude of the prediction errors for the LDSC model is less

than � percent for more than �� percent of the random networks

generated� These two prediction studies indicate that the load de


pendent single chain counterpart model may be useful in predicting

the behavior of actual multichain systems�
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Figure ��� Relative Error Distribution Predicting Bottleneck Speedup

�� Experimental Validation

A experimental case study was performed in order to illustrate

the accuracy and applicability of the load dependent counterpart

model� The workstation used in this study is a dual
processor VME

bus
based workstation with a Motorola MVME��� VME processor

module� The MVME��� is a processor�memory module consisting

of two ���MHz PowerPC �� processors� Each processor accesses the

same large shared memory but has separate L� and shared L� cache�

HBench
OS ��� was used to measure memory access latencies� The

L� cache size is � KB� split into �� KB for data and �� KB for in


structions� The measured latency for the L� cache is ��� ns� The L�

cache size is �	 KB and has a measured latency of ����� ns� Main

memory consists of � MB ECC DRAM� The bus interface runs at

speeds greater than  MHz� and consists of a �
bit data bus and a

��
bit address bus�

System software on the workstations is the IBM AIX ����	�� op


erating system� The MPICH implementation� version ���� of MPI

�Message Passing Interface� ��� is chosen as the application plat


form for spawning processes on the individual processors� A call

to MPI Reduce is used to synchronize the processes prior to the exe


cution of the application code� Since each process in MPI has its own

memory space� interprocess synchronization and cache coherency is

not an issue in this experiment�

Standard benchmarking techniques were used in the study� All

runs were executed for at least �fty trials� The timings obtained were

cleared of outliers by eliminating the bottom and top twenty percent

of readings� No other applications were running on the workstations

at the time� Each call was executed a few times before the actual

timed call was executed in order to eliminate time taken for setting up

connections� loading of the cache� and other housekeeping functions�

The application code chosen is an implementation of the sum


mation of a large array of doubles� This type of application appears

frequently in scienti�c codes such as the calculation of molecular or

atomic structure data� In this code the elements of the large array

must be accessed sequentially� An array size is chosen that is larger

than will �t into the L� and L� caches� The array size for all ex


periments is ������ doubles� or approximately ��KB� To eliminate

caching� the array is dynamically allocated in each run of the ex


periment and �lled with randomly generated positive doubles in the

range of ���E
�� to ���E���� The array is �lled randomly in order�

and then accessed during the summation code� also� in order� With

this setup� successive access to the array elements will cause a cache

miss each time a new cache line is accessed�

In order to illustrate the e�ects of multichain data� two types of

access are used in the experiment� Chain � accesses the data one

element at a time� in order� for a total of ������ elements� This

method of access gives maximum use of data in every cache line and

gives the best memory access performance from main memory that

is possible for this type of application� Chain � accesses every other

element of the data� in order� for a total of ������ elements� This

method of access will have a cache miss after only half of the elements

in the cache have been accessed� The time for cpu processing of the

array element summation and loop increments is the same for both



Chain � and Chain � access� However� Chain � access places a higher

demand on the memory system than Chain � access�

The queueing network models for this system contain three

nodes� one for the memory system and one for each cpu� as illus


trated in Figure ��� A set of experiments was run in order to de


termine the demands for each node in the queueing network model�

In order to determine the demands placed on the memory system

by Chain � and Chain � access� measurements were performed both

with and without array access� A �rst experiment was run to mea


sure the cost of summing and assigning an element in a loop� by a

single executing process� in which the same element is summed each

time� This access pattern eliminates the cost of memory access since

the element will stay in a register for the duration of the loop� This

number is the cpu demand for when a single process is executing on

the cpu� and is measured to be ��	��ns� A second set of baseline

experiments measures the cost of summing and assigning the array

elements for Chain � and Chain � access with a single process in

the system� The di�erence between these sets of measurements and

the measurements in the �rst baseline experiment gives the load in


dependent demand to the memory system for Chain � and Chain �

access� Figure ���c� illustrates the measured multichain demands for

Chain � and Chain �� The calculated throughput of the multichain

model of the system is �������� summations per nanosecond� The

calculated utilizations of the memory� cpu� and cpu� are ����� ����

and ���� respectively� In this system the memory is the bottleneck

device� The actual measured throughput of the system is �������	

summations per nanosecond� The multichain model is in error of the

actual system by ������

The single chain load independent queueing model of the same

system with two processes in the system is illustrated in Figure ���b��

Note that the routing probability to each cpu is �	� so that the single

chain demand at each cpu in this case is half of the original demand

for each chain� The system throughput of the single chain model

is ����	� summations per nanosecond� For this system the single

chain model is in error of the actual system by �	�	�� A model

that is in error to this degree would not likely be used directly for

performance prediction� but rather would be calibrated �rst ���

L(1) =

memory cpu 1 cpu 2

M = 2

7.2 115.9 0.0

L(2) = 109.5 115.9 115.9

LD model throughput=0.008176

�a� Load Dependent Model

memory cpu 1 cpu 2

M = 2

106.54 57.95 57.95

SC model throughput=0.006586

�b� LI Single Chain Model

cust 1:

cust 2:

memory cpu 1 cpu 2

M = 2

110.2

115.9

0.0

0.0

115.9

103.0

MC model throughput=0.007314

�c� Multichain Model

Figure ��� Baseline models for the system



Load dependent single chain measurements can be obtained by

considering the completion times of Chain � and Chain � access when

both processes are executing in the system at the same time �i�e��

when the multiprogramming level of the system is two�� Measure


ments are required for the mean demand for each device when two

processes are executing at the device� and when a single process is

executing at the device� Due to the synchronization at the start of

each experimental run� Chain � and Chain � processes begin at the

same time and each execute for ������ iterations� Chain � completes

summation� on the average for each element� after �����ns� Chain �

completes summation� on the average for each element� after ����ns�

Thus� for �����ns the system is executing with two active processes�

Because of overlapping execution of the two processors by each pro


cess and the access to the single main memory by each process� and

because memory access is the bottleneck for this system� this time

is a reasonable estimate of the time to perform memory access when

two processes are in the system� Thus� the load dependent demand

for memory access for when there are two processes in the system is

�����	ns per process� The remaining time of ���ns there is a single

process executing� so that the load dependent demand when there

is one process executing is ���ns� The demand at the processors is

the same for both one and two processes� except that when a single

process is in the system then only one processor is utilized�

Figure ���a� illustrates the measured load dependent demands

for Chain � and Chain � and the calculated throughput for the load

dependent queuing network model� The throughput for the load de


pendent baseline model of this system is ������� summations per

nanosecond� which is in error of the actual measured system through


put by ���� For this system� the baseline load dependent model is a

more accurate description of the actual system than either the mul


tichain or the single chain load independent models�

Each of the queueing network models can be used to predict the

performance of the system for when four processes are executing�

two each of Chain � and Chain �� Figure �� illustrates the prediction

models for four processes in the system� The measured throughput

of the modi�ed system is ������� summations per nanosecond� The

multichain model predicts a throughput of ������� when four pro


cesses are in the system� This is in error of the actual system through


L(1) =

L(2) =

L(3) =

L(4) =

memory cpu 1 cpu 2

M = 4

7.2

7.2

109.5

115.9

115.9

115.9

0.0

115.9

115.9

115.9

LD model throughput=0.008600

109.5 115.9

�a� Load Dependent Model

 

memory cpu 1 cpu 1

M = 4

106.54 57.95 57.95

SC model throughput=0.008374

�b� LI Single Chain Model

cust 1:

cust 2:

cust 3:

cust 4:

memory cpu 1 cpu 2

M = 4

110.2

103.0

110.2

115.9

0.0

0.0

115.9

0.0

115.9

115.9

0.0

MC model throughput=0.008769

103.0

�c� Multichain Model

Figure ��� Prediction models for the system



put by ����� In spite of the large error in the baseline model� the

single chain model predicts a throughput to the modi�ed system of

��������� This is in error of the actual modi�ed system throughput

by ������

The demands for the load dependent model are illustrated in

Figure ���a�� The same technique for calculating the load depen


dent demands is used here as in earlier sections� except that when

two processes are executing in the system then the same demand is

placed on both processors rather than on just one� The load depen


dent model predicts the system throughput to be �������� This is is

error of the actual system throughput by 	���� The load dependent

model gives a system throughput that is closer to the throughput of

the actual modi�ed system than the multichain model of the mod


i�ed system� Although it is not closer than that predicted by the

single chain model� it is likely to give a more con�dent estimate of

the predicted performance of the actual modi�ed system since the

baseline model also matches the system closely� Had the single chain

model been calibrated the predicted throughput would likely be more

in error of the actual modi�ed system throughput than it is�

	� Summary and Future Work

The load dependent single chain �LDSC� counterpart model is

an e�ective tool for describing and predicting the performance of

actual multichain computer systems� In the case where the number of

devices is limited to two� the LDSC model gives the same performance

metrics as the actual system� In random cases where the number of

devices is greater than two� the LDSC model is a good approximation

to the actual multichain system�

The LDSC counterpart model can also be used e�ectively for

predictive purposes� For two types of prediction� doubling the multi


programming level and increasing the speed of the bottleneck device�

the LDSC model is shown to be e�ective at accurately predicting the

performance of the actual multichain system�

Several interesting issues remain regarding the use of load depen


dent single chain models�

� In Figure �� the distribution of the relative errors appears to be

symmetric about ���� Also� in Figure � when x � � the load

dependent model is the counterpart for exactly two multichain

networks� This indicates that is may be possible to show an


alytically that the errors obtained from the LDSC counterpart

model of a multichain system are symmetric about ���� Thus�

analytic error analysis may be possible�

� In the case of the LISC counterpart model of a multichain sys


tem� known error bounds exist as a function of the number of

devices and customers� It may be possible to extend such error

bound results to the LDSC counterpart model�

� Further analysis is required to determine how to change the

load dependent demands under arbitrary performance predic


tion tasks�

� The experimental validation study described here is limited in

scope� Much more extensive actual system validation is re


quired� The application of LDSC models for prediction of actual

computer systems is needed�

Appendix A

With respect to device utilizations and system throughput� a load

independent multichain queueing network that has N � � devices

can be modeled exactly by its load dependent single chain counter


part model� This can be proven by examing the underlying Markov

diagrams in the original multichain system and its load dependent

counterpart model� as follows�

When the number of devices is N � �� the state of the system can

be described by a single vector� indicating the presence or absence

of each chain�s customer at device �� In this system� each state

can be described by s � hp�p����pM i� where pk � � means that the

chain k customer is at device �� and pk � � means that the chain k

customer is at device �� Sm is the set of states from the multichain

system in which there are m customers at device � �and M � m

customers at device ��� To show that the device utilizations and



system throughput match between the actual multichain system and

its LDSC counterpart model for any number of customers� M � it is

su�cient to show that the probability of being in state hn�� n�i is

equal to the probability of being in Sn� �

Consider the load dependent single chain counterpart model� The

probability of being in state hM� �i is calculated as P�hM� �i� �

�

� �
�

L����

L��M�
�

�
�

L����

L��M�
��

L����

L��M � ��
�

� � � �
�

L��M�

L����
� � ���

By de�nition of L���� as the loading of device � with � customer

present� L���� is the ratio of the probability of a single customer

being at device � �i�e�� M � � customers being at device �� to the

throughput of device � when a single customer is present at device

�� That is�

L���� �

P�SM��	

throughput from device � out of SM��

�

P�SM��	

�
d��
P�h
�� � � � �i	 � �
d��
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d�M
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i	

�

P�SM��	

�M����

G�M

�d��d�� � � � d�M � d��d�� � � � d�M � � � � � d��M���
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Similarly�
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throughput from device � out of SM
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�d��d�� � � � d�M � d��d�� � � � d�M � � � � � � � � d��M���
�

Thus� dividing L���� by L��M� cancels the denominators� giving

L����

L��M�

�

P�SM��	

P�SM 	
�

In general�
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Consider the denominators of equations  and �� Each term of

the denominator of equation  corresponds to a particular arc leaving

a particular state sa � SM�k � going to another state sb � SM�k	��

There is a matching arc that returns from state sb � SM�k	� to state

sa � SM�k � which corresponds to a term in equation �� This is true�

since if sa � hI��I�� � � � I�c � � � I�M i� then sb � hI��I�� � � � I�c � � � I�M i�

indicating that the chain c customer moves between device � and

device �� Thus� the term corresponding to the transit of customer c

in state sa in the denominator of equation �

�M � k���k��

G�M �k�

MY
i���i��c

d
I�i�sa�

�i d
I�i�sa�

�i

is equal to

�M � k � ����k � ���

G�M �M � k � ��

MY
i���i��c

d
I�i�sb�

�i d
I�i�sb�

�i

which is the term corresponding to the transit of customer c in state

sb in the denominator of equation �� Therefore� in general

L��k�

L��M � k � ��

�

P�SM�k	

P�SM�k��	
�



Using this to simplify the denominator in equation 	�

P�hM� 
i	 �

�

� �
P�SM��	

P�SM 	
�
P�SM��	

P�SM 	
P�SM��	

P�SM��	
� � � ��

P�SM�M 	

P�SM�M��	

�

�

� �
P�SM��	

P�SM 	
�
P�SM��	

P�SM 	
� � � ��

P�S		

P�SM 	

�

P�SM 	

P�SM 	 � P�SM��	 � � � �� P�S		

�

P�SM 	

�

� P�SM 	�

Likewise� the solution of P�hk�M�ki� in terms of P�hM� �i� shows

that P�hk�M � ki� � P�Sk� � k�

Since P�Sk� � P�hk�M � ki�� any Markov reward function that

has equal rewards for states in Sk and the single state� hk�M � ki�

will be equal in the two state space diagrams� This is true for the

aggregate utilization and throughput of the actual multichain system

and the utilization and throughput of the load dependent single chain

counterpart model� Thus� for �
device networks� the LDSC counter


part model exactly matches the performance of the actual multichain

system� �
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